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INTRODUCTION
The past year and a half I have focused all my artistic
effort on the subject of my thesis:
School at Brigham City,
modes
period.

of

depiction

have

Utah.
varied

The Intermountain Indian

My artistic approaches and
greatly

during

this

time

The following describes the progression and purpose

of my visual investigation and artistic development.
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HISTORY
The

Intermountain

Indian

School

began

as

Bushnell

Hospital, serving injured American servicemen during World War
II.

Activated August 21,

Bushnell

also

contained a

1942 as a

3,377 bed infirmary,

prisoner of war camp.

German,

Italian, and Japanese prisoners served as "employees" in noncritical roles to maintain the hospital. (1)
By January,

1945, capacity increased to 4,591 beds,

a

staff of well over a thousand, · and admissions in 1945 alone
above 10,000.

To the surprise of Brigham City,

officials in Washington,

D.C.

government

decided to close and declare

surplus the entire facility in June 1946. (2)
Local businessmen and the Chamber of Commerce fought the
decision vehemently.

This four year old,

fourteen million

dollar facility was discarded by a decision to form a Veterans
Hospital and subsequent medical school on the grounds of the
University of Utah in Salt Lake City. (3)
What this 3 00 acre site had to offer was incredible.
Three thousand-plus beds, over one hundred buildings, a new
pool, a three hundred seat theatre, four bowling alleys, two
gymnasiums,

four tennis courts,

four baseball diamonds , and

a small golf course, combined to present an enticing package
to prospective buyers. (4)
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However, repeated efforts to reopen or find other tenants
failed and Bushnell remained closed.

In 1948, Colonel Joseph

Hill was finalizing plans to transform the facility into a
coeducational military academy for youth.
nowhere,

Republican

"Terminationist,"

Senator

entered

Arthur

the

Apparently out of

Watkins

situation

of

and

Utah,

the

"stole"

the

grounds from Hill a week before he was to seal the deal. (5)
Termination, which Watkins espoused, was a governmental
policy that sought to end all federal relations with Native
American tribes and eliminate all reservation lands.

Under

the guise of permitting full citizenship status this policy
allowed private and federal access to Indian lands with all
associated

oil

and

acculturation. (6)
second

class

mineral

Indians

citizenship,

rights

found
viewed

and

themselves
as

accelerated
relegated

"museum pieces

to

whose

lifestyles were no longer viable in an atomic age."(7)
A 1946 special congressional report on the Navajo found
16,000 or three-fourths of school age children uneducated. (8)
To

meet

this

need

and

his

Terminationist

goals,

Watkins

proposed to transform this facility into a Navajo boarding
school for four thousand.

A two thousand student facility was

subsequently

By

accepted.

May,

1949,

Congress

approved

$3,750,000 for remodelling. (9)
January 1950, the "world's largest boarding school"(lO)
opened to five hundred twenty pupils.
first

students

had

little

or

no

Because most of these

education

and

spoke

no
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English, the curriculum reflected these most pressing needs.
Vocational training became the second strongest emphasis.
major goal,

however,

of the Intermountain School,

The

and also

that of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Washington, D.C., was
to educate Indians to participate in American life and offer
tools for this success. (11)

'I'.he Navajo area office of the

B.I.A., in opposition to this goal was the only party involved
at the inception of the School that mentioned anything about
retaining pride in Native culture and tradition throughout
this educational process. (12)
The Intermountain School operated as a Navajo boarding
school until the early 1970s.
threats

to

close

the

The Navajo Nation made several

school

and

retain

the

expenditures to educate students on the reservation.

federal
At the

same time Brigham City officials fought to keep the school
viable

and

against

the

Navajo's

wishes

offered

to

open

enrollment to all tribes. (13)
In August 197 4, members of twenty-seven different tribes,
including Navajos, were in attendance.

Trouble erupted.

For

three consecutive nights in February, 1975, rioting occurred
between Navajo and non-Navajo students.
damaged,

three

officers

were

injured

and

Pol ice cars were
twenty

students

ar r ested. ( 14)
The situation quieted, but the school's status was never
secure after this
difficulties

incident.

coincided

with

These

Enrollment decreased.
the

inception

of

a

new
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governmental policy for Native peoples: Self-determination.
Under the

administration of President Richard Nixon,

this

policy rejected Termination goals,

removed federal controls

and

and

allowed

Indians

destinies. (15)

to

govern

control

their

own

The trouble with this policy at Intermountain

Inter-Tribal School was that all twenty-seven tribes vied for
power

and

atmosphere,

self-interests.
as did fiscal

Mistrust

flourished

in

this

and administrative problems. ( 1 6 )

The school closed its doors for good on May 17, 1984.
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SHIFTING EMPHASES
A. Documentation
My

initial

documentation.

artistic

interest

in

this

facility

was

This immense, abandoned facility and environs

offered much visually that stimulated my imagination.

Its

varied and extensive history furthered my intrigue.
I found a military influence immediately visible in the
repetitive architecture of the monolithic buildings.
geometric shapes abounded.

Simple

All roofs were army green and all

brickwork a putrid yellow.
The arrangement of all facilities on these grounds was
extremely ordered,

but contrasted with the disorder of the

overgrown and unmanaged landscape.

My first visit,

August

1989, found most plant life dead or barely clinging to life.
This dead foliage, together with the abundance of brickwork,
offered a view with vast areas of yellow-brown hue.
With this complex as subject and documentation as goal,
several

factors

were considered to enhance my depictions.

Seasonal changes

in the sparse vegetation,

the effects of

light, both seasonal and variable with the time of day and
weather, all transformed an otherwise mundane setting.

All,

too, served my interests in chronology.
A former

boarding

school,

observed were dormitories.

many

of

the

structures

I

No longer in use, most windows
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were boarded over.

The women's dorms in pink and boys dorms

in blue, presented the only color variation, other than green,
in the overwhelming field of yellow.
Above all,

I

sensed the presence of the thousands of

lives, both military and Native American, that had passed this
way.

This was most tangible in the Intertribal rivalry and

other graffiti scribbled on many walls.
history which was rapidly disappearing.

This suggested a rich
I felt compelled to

capture and document it in my art.
To this end, I arrived each visit to the grounds with no
preconceptions and initiated a search.
through buildings that offered access.

I walked around and
I reacted to weather,

light, color, space, and inner directives.

Eventually, some

vantage point seemed "right" for that day, and from there I
painted.
Working on-site was a direct reflection of my documentary
goals.

I

wanted my images to serve as monuments to this

unique history.

I desired to trap the atmosphere and spirit

of this place physically within my paint:

Image and psyche

together.
I decided to attack each work with the same painterly
approach, in the hope that this would offer continuity to the
body of work.

I painted from a primary color palette ( red,

yellow, blue) together with white and black.

I first mixed

all but the white to form a burnt umber, which was applied to
each canvas in a thin coat.

All subsequent painting was done
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wet-on-wet, built on the color inherent in this mixed base.
and worked thickly into impasto.

This base gave each work a

similar appearance as it infused all subsequent colors.

The

challenge was to mix a full range from this limited base and
to vary it from piece to piece so as not to become monotonous.
Strong

consideration

of

individual

subjects,

shapes

and

compositional components resulted from my painterly approach
as these factors varied more widely than did my palette.
My perspective in the landscape took on great importance
as work progressed.

My vantage point diverged from distant

to very close proximity.
and shape.
lines,

than

Edges of buildings, sidewalks, roads, telephone

etc.

increased.
the

As perspectives changed, so did line

. became more important visually as angles
I perceived this to be more satisfactory in my art

stasis

achieved

vertical reference.

with

a

As a result,

greater
I

horizontal

and

sought and/or changed

images, shapes and line so as to throw them slightly askew.
A dual purpose for this approach was metaphorical.

A

country that sought to assimilate and annihilate, rather than
honor and celebrate Native peoples is also out of balance.
This school was a symbol of this, and by transference perhaps
effected my vision and composition.
The

use

and

integration

of

line ,

increasingly important in these images.

however,

became

I made the conscious

decision to describe the edge of some shapes and colors with
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line.

In a form of sgraffito, I used pencils or brush handles

to draw back into and through layers of wet paint.
B. Construction
As my work progressed on the site of the Intermountain
School,

so did demolition.

A great number of buildings,

including hallways that connected them, and roadways were torn
up and destroyed.

With the focus of documentation, more of

this havoc and/or its results filled my imagery.

I was not

able to determine the ultimate extent of this destruction but
feared it would involve the entire site.
During my Documentation, many areas and buildings were
of special interest to me.

As they were demolished,

the need to salvage portions as "artifacts."

I felt

A unique history

was represented by these objects and buildings and I
responsible to keep some of it viable.

felt

I collected pieces of

murals, windows, doors, wood, grates, fixtures, bricks, pipes,
etc. but had no idea as to what purpose they would eventually
serve.
The "artifacts,
personal meaning.
and broken states.
some

fashion

11

as an extension of my Documentation, had

I had experienced these objects in whole
I felt compelled to memorialize them in

but was

unsure

as

to whether

they

could be

integrated into my artwork.
My first attempt to use these "artifacts"

included a

plywood window cover as the surface upon which I

painted.
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This action progressed into framing the
materials.

image in salvaged

Actual windows, doors, and scrap wood were used

for this purpose.

The presence of these found objects as

frames broke with my ideal to that point, of working only in
two dimensions.
It

seemed

a

constructions to

natural

progression

full-fledged

from

these

sculptural work.

early

The

first

endeavor was a reinterpretation of a historical photo of the
Indian

School

"artifacts."

into
Many

three-dimensions

using

the

collected

"artifacts" were combined to

represent

figures and objects displayed in the original photo.

Symbols

and images were painted onto these sculptures to emphasize
their two-dimensional qualitiesJ but were envisioned fully in
three-dimensions.
The

next

step

was

to

create

a

new

image

with

the

artifacts not based on an existent source, as previously with
the historical photo.

These objects were arranged on a ground

( like shapes composed in a painting)

but many pieces were

three-dimensional (pipes, light switch, wooden stake).

This

functioned as relief sculpture, although many items were twodimensional

(photographs,

photocopies,

paper).

Some areas

were painted into the composition, but all pieces served in
a collage-like manner, and were conceived as a whole work.
As a student of painting and the two-dimensional, I felt
unnerved
remained,

by

these

developments.

Also,

a

strong

desire

in conjunction with the sculptural direction,

to
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pursue a more provocative depiction of the Indian School than
my more

traditional

approach.

To

this

end

I

decided

to

include figures in my painting.
Previously, all my painted imagery consisted of landscape
and architecture.
Indians

and

I

other

felt the need to attempt inclusion of
figures

to

more

literally

School's historical aspect that so intrigued me.

depict

the

This, too,

was a move away from the reality of documentation as were my
constructions.
work,

These works were pieced together from on-site

photographs,

and previous drawn and painted imagery.

These combinations were envisaged in a collage-like manner and
the

creation

of

a

new

reality,

not

documentation

of

an

existent one, was the goal.
My technical approach to painting changed at this point,
as I abandoned my repetitive, limited palette.

A full palette

was employed and any color was mixed in direct response to
each artwork as

it developed.

No preconceived scheme of

palette or image was developed as in my Documentary phase.
Overall, color lightened as a result.
C. Reconstruction
For lack of a better term, I called this final shift of
emphasis
combined

in
the

my

project

Reconstruction .

sculptural

and

Construction phase of my thesis.
reusing

sculpture

already

collage

In

general,

aspects

of

it
the

It consisted of redoing and

created

in

new

compositions

in
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paint.
life

The sculptures and reliefs served me anew as stil 1
objects,

arranged

and

rearranged

in

two-dimensional

space.
I

created

a

tangible

three-dimensional

world

which

offered me greater freedom of conception when I reinterpreted
it back into two-dimensions.
Documentation (Still Life)

This was a step back towards

in some ways, but I orchestrated

the image instead of copying what already existed in nature.
Transferred back to the

flat .plane,

I

felt

freer to take

artistic liberties with reality I had created.
The conception,

execution and/or distortion of color,

space, shape, and size relationships came with greater ease.
I

was

limits.

able

to break with my

own artistic

traditions

and

I discovered new possibilities in the abstract nature

and structure of the objects in my imagery.

This,

for the

first time, took precedence over my subject.
I continued with the technical approach I employed in the
Construction phase.

An open palette was used, painted wet-

on-wet, as well as some sgraffito.
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INFLUENCES AND PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY
Vincent van Gogh and Paul Gauguin initially influenced
me

most

strongly.

My

first

attraction

to

both

artists,

Both employed rich, vibrant

especially Gauguin, was color.

and complimentary color schemes, but Gauguin's color was more
intense.

Color,

for

both,

worked

emotionally

and

decoratively.
I grew to appreciate van Gogh's work immensely.

Color,

shape, space, and movement were all intensified as he built
areas of paint thickly into impasto.
quality,

The luscious tactile

inherent only in oils and so well exhibited by van

Gogh was something after which I would always seek.
Van Gogh's manner of documentation intrigued me.

Not

only did this occur in his letters to his brother, Theo, but
also was integral to his art.

A special place, time of day,

angle of light, seasonal change, and weather all were trapped
in each piece he created.

His art served as a visual diary

of his life and was what I

sought after as my thesis work

began.
Many artists from a wide spectrum of styles in different
time

periods

capitalized

attracted
on

me

extensive

as

I

studies

developed
in

art

the

need

history.

and
Paul

Cezanne, however, became an important influence as I searched
reality in my work on a more a~stract level.
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Cezanne worked from nature but applied his
theories to it.

ideas and

In doing this, he "preferred to respond to

visual sensation rather than simply depicting objectively
. . . everyday objects." ( 17)

This appealed to my growing need

to be more artistically creative and adept.

One could imprint

nature by the hand of the artist rather than have nature
dictate its own spirit.
not

Gauguin stated this too, only it did

fit my needs at my earlier point of development.

instructed students, "Art is abstraction.

He

Seek it in nature

by dreaming in the presence of it; and above all think of the
creation that will result."(18)
The work of Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso expanded the
realm of abstracting reality.

Both employed non-traditional

materials in their work and broke into actual and implied
three-dimensional space.

Fake materials often read as real

in combination with other objects as in Picasso's Still Life
with Chair Caning (1912).
piece

and painted

He glued printed oil cloth into the

over and

around portions

of

it.

This

integrated it onto the two dimensional surface of the work but
it read as actual chair caning.
for

both

artists,

as

it

grew

Collage became a major focus
into

the

"major

technical

innovation in painting of this century."(19)
My

interest

in

collage

Reconstruction phase,

although

Construction.

came
I

to

fruit i on

experimented

with

in
it

my
in

Aware of this, several of my peers alluded to
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similarities in my and Robert Rauschenberg's work.

I found

we shared much common ground, collage included.
Rauschenberg used found objects to build constructions.
He employed a wide variety of materials, but the nature of the
object was never destroyed.

Although many components in his

compositions were three-dimensional,

paint was manipulated

from the ground surface onto these objects.

Conceptually,

they existed still as a painting, not as sculpture.
works were labelled, Combine-Paintings.

These

Discordant objects,

together with paint, were unified in these compositions.
Time,

as in my Documentation phase,

was a fundamental

principle Rauschenberg sought to capture in his work.

Actual

clocks were incorporated in his compositions to document the
span of time from first creative act to last.
Many

of

Rauschenberg's

collected

objects

were

"nostalgic," (20) as were mine.

In actuality they are junk,

but

meaning

take

on

great

personal

familiarity with them.

from

the

artists

These objects, equatable to van Gogh's

visual chronology of nature and his immediate surroundings,
act as documentation of an artist's life and passage in time.
To Rauschenberg, the goal of art was to form "an inventory of
human traces."(21)

I found accord in this.

My objects had

purpose and validity in my art.
Kurt Schwi tters, whose work precedes Rauschenberg, worked
with found objects, low relief sculpture and collage for most
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of his life.

His art, and more importantly his discussion of

it, verified much of what had developed in my work.
Schwitters struggled at first with Impressionism,

"to

free himself from the literal reproduction of all details,"
and achieve a "personal grasp of nature."(22)

Expressionism

held his interest next and then he moved into Abstraction.
My development has paralleled this track, but differed in my
incorporation of much from an earlier phase into a latter.
Schwitters made clean breaks and rejected all that he found
worthy previously when he took the leap to his next step.
Schwitters arrived at Abstraction, nonetheless, through
the process of Expressionism.
"comes

into

being

elements."(23)

Each work of art, he stated,
artistic

through

Each

object,

evaluation

employed

or

of

its

represented,

expressed its own spiritual nature in direct relation to every
other object in nature.

Materials constituted "a grammar of

artistic elements,'' each with separate spirits, but combined
to form new statements.(25)

The artist as arranger of the

disparate, could speak eloquently if in tune to this.
Schwi tters developed from this basis, Merz and Merzbilder
painting; relief sculptures, collages, and assemblages.
Schwitters words,
of

all

"Merz denotes essentially the combination

conceivable

technically

the

In

materials

principle

individual materials."

of

for

artistic

equal

purposes,

evaluation

of

and
the

The artist controls the metamorphosis
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of the materials in the picture plane.

Whether found objects

or painted, they have equal rights in his work. (24)
Schwitters

artistic

method

related

"diaristic" results of van Gogh's art,

strongly

to

the

Picasso and Braque's

Collage, and Rauschenberg's Combine Paintings.

His Merz work

incorporated the objects that surrounded him into "miniature
epistles of everyday experience." (25)
in

reference

to Picasso and

Apollinaire observed

Braque that the materials of

collage were already "steeped in humanity."(26)

Schwitters

and Rauschenberg raised these objects and there evidenced
humanity to new levels.
These

influences

have

profoundly

progressed through my thesis work.

affected

me

as

I

My philosophy of Art has

evolved as a result.
The nature of specific objects and environments finds
receptive ground in the soul of the artist.

This predisposes

the artist to a prejudice in vision that effects the selection
of his subjects.

Subject is highly personal and as such can

entrap a young artist with its allure.
The artistic purpose should reach beyond a subjective
desire to simply regurgitate verbatim what visually stimulates
him.

The danger in this regurgitation is a fascination with

what appears real:
most

the surface quality of th i ngs.

immediate and apparent,

This is

but can deny and preclude a

search for depth or spirituality.

It dictates and controls

expression as it confines an artist to harvesting only the
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stimulating details of what lies before him.
results

The art that

is merely a transference and photography,

a

noble

endeavor, can do as much.
Art, expression and subject should be stamped with the
signature of an artist as it is reinterpreted through him.
Subject exists independently of an artists choice to use it.
It becomes worthy of art by the metamorphosis that occurs as
it visually, intellectually, psychologically, and spiritually
filters

through

an

artist.

My philosophy

reflects

this,

Simply reproducing what pre-existed is futile and redundant.
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INDIVIDUAL WORKS
Self-determination, the first successful painting in my
Documentation

phase,

exhibits

the

visual

components

that

enamored me initially with the Intermountain Indian School
grounds.

The overwhelming yellow of the site abounds in this

composition.

An analogous color scheme, the blue of the sky

together with the yellow find harmony in the green of the roof
tops and sparse foliage.
A repetition and progression of forms moves left to right
but

is

abruptly

halted

by

the

edge

of

a

building.

The

geometry and order of these forms is emphasized, in contrast
to the unmanicured landscape.
My attempt was to document this view and light in the
heat

of

late

abandonment.
site,

summer.

1989.

sgraff i to,

foreground.

to

convey the

air

of

This was accomplished working en plein aire, on-

October 1,

palette,

My hope was

and

It exhibits my use of the limited
paint

built

into

impasto

in

the

[See Figure (a))

Bambi Meets Godzilla exemplifies the further development
of my Documentation.

It results from the period of time when

i ncreasing demolition of the grounds took place.

It portrays

one of several murals in the theatre building by Apache artist
Alan Houser that depicts traditional Navajo scenes.

20

Figure (a)
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Bambi Meets Godzilla displays a mother deer and her fawn
drinking water from a pond in a wooded,
The wall offers a visual pun,

idyllic landscape.

as the fawn drinks where an

actual water fountain, evidenced by holes, once hung.
an additional pun with the mother deer.

I imply

She appears to be

alert to some intrusion or danger that treads on the serenity
of her environment.

I give her good reason by placing the

scene of the building demolition and a truck containing its
waste immediately out the door to her left.
The interior of this room is dark and unlit, but light
abounds out the door and through the hole in the wall.
portrays my

fear

of

impending doom

for this

room and

It
its

beautiful murals.
Color use and painterly approach was influence by Gauguin
and van Gogh.

Sgraffito was again employed.

A conscious

decision was made to skew the perspective of the room by
throwing line and shape off of plumb.

All these factors were

used · as aides in the depiction of mood and documentation of
my emotions in this piece.

[See Figure (b)]

A Shovel in Time is a result of my movement away from
Documentation.

It

fits

into

the

time

frame

of

my

first

excursions into sculpture (construction), but it and companion
pieces were conceived separately.
The

sculptural

work

developed

from

an

affinity

objects I had collected, but this painting arose from a

for
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Figure (b)
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different source.

Both directions left documentation behind

as I sought a more successful representation of what I felt
about

and

for

the

Intermountain

Indian

School.

In

the

painting I desired a more literal description of this unique
history

than

architectural

I

had

documented

images.

previously

Figurative

solely

through

possibilities

were

investigated, and A Shovel in Time was one result.
The Indian School's history was not visually apparent on
the abandoned grounds, so my task was to recreate and display
it.

This was accomplished in A Shovel in Time through what

I envisaged as collage.
sculptural

endeavors,

This was directly influenced by my

which utilized collage.

several images in my approach to this new art.
architecture
photographs.

was

painted

on-site,

and

I

combined

The background
reworked

from

A mechanized shovel, thrust through the center

of the composition, was "collaged"
from another photo.

(painted)

into the work

This photo of the shovel was taken on-

site at the Indian School, but not in the same area as the
architectural backdrop.

Finally, the Indian figure who danced

before the shovel, was "collaged" in from a photo I took at
a powwow three years previously.
Illustrators refer to the rearrangement of imagery in
this fashion as "use of scrap," but it was more to me , as I
moved away from Documentation to Construction.

I was building

new images, instead of copying existing ones, and my work with
sculpture enabled me to do this.

[See Figure (c)J
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Figure (c)
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Escape Plan originated as a

relief sculpture

from my

Construction phase but in this painting was reinterpreted and
is

an

example

of

my

Reconstruction

phase.

The

actual

constructed piece consisted of a section of subflooring, torn
from a dorm building during demolition, and was employed as
"canvas" upon which I arranged and collaged multiple items.
A survey stake from road work on the site, an electrical light
switch

with

metal

pipe,

a

dormitory

fire

escape

plan,

photographs, photocopies from yearbooks,

oil paint and more

This,

in turn, served as

were used to build the sculpture.

a three dimensional constructed source to be reinterpreted
into paint.

Items existent in the original sculpture were

moved, and increased or decreased in size.

An emphasis was

placed on the abstract qualities of the components separately
and as a whole.
In Escape Plan,

a bright orange survey stake with the

number twenty-five sgrafittoed into it, leads the viewer into
the work from the left side.

It is opposed by the diagonal

thrust in and up form the bottom-left of the metal pipe and
light switch.

Two rectangular shapes, a photocopy of female

R.O.T.C. students from an Indian School yearbook and the dorm
fire escape plan oppose each other in the center of the piece.
These light shapes are embedded in an area of dark blue-black
on the subflooring.
area behind the dark.

A glowing sun-like form illuminates the
The other section of piping points to

the right hand corner where a photograph of the Indian School
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Figure (d)
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grounds

runs

Schwitters,

off
I

the

found

a

page.

As

format

to

with

Rauschenberg

display

these

and

personal

objects, in a manner conducive to both my interest and to the
demands of Art.
More Tea,
similar

[See Figure (d)J
Please,

course

as

Construction.

The

reinterpretation of

a Reconstruction,

Escape

Plan

Construction

from

its

arose

source

as

a

as

a

sculptural

photograph.

The photograph from 1950,
offered an

developed along a

the year the school began,

interesting glimpse of

Indian School

exhibited many of its philosophies I

life

and

found so distasteful.

It displayed Navajo students stripped of their traditions,
wearing shirts and ties, and Anglo hairstyles.

The austere

dormitory setting surrounded a long table where two students
sat and practiced manners necessary to properly serve tea.
A few Christmas decorations were displayed with candles near
the punch bowl.

A white, female school official oversaw their

actions.
This photograph served as the source for a sculptural
piece that employed a wide range of my "artifacts."

Two

doors, one exterior, one interior, salvaged from a demolished
dormitory,

represented the

two

students.

animated with found objects as features.
grill
became

from the School described their
arms

and

legs.

Ties,

cups,

The doors

were

Pipe joints and a
Found wood

faces.
and

a

tea

pot

were

purchased from a thrift store and added where appropriate.
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The table and the administrative figures were fashioned from
blue

plywood

window

coverings.

Another

unpainted

graffitied board described the administrators head.
body

form

was

painted

the

Indian

School

and

On her

administration

building and Native American symbols were brushed onto the two
"student" doors.
The sculptural components were employed as still life
objects for the painted version of More Tea, Please.
photograph

of

an

Indian

School

dormitory

From a

hallway

an

environment was created in which to arrange this still life.
[See Figure (e)J
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Figure (e)
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CONCLUSION
Much progression occurred in the conception, depiction
and quality of my imagery from the initial stages of my thesis
work

to

the

present.

I

learned

a

great

deal

from

the

conflicts that arose as I focused my energies on an envisioned
Some paths led off the main road to dead ends, while

goal.

others improved the trip.

I could never know until I took the

chance.
There have been many side roads on my trip and I know
much more now about the artistic terrain for having travelled
them.

I do not find my previous imagery flawed but I do find

my new art greatly enhanced.
When I

began this thesis,

conceptual move.

subject controlled my every

Nature's allures overwhelmed me to the point

I felt compelled to capture it all.

I allowed it to direct

rather than suggest what I had to paint.
The

break

sculptured
confinement.

and

from

simple

collaged

documentation

interpretations

of

nature

broke

my

into
self-

I could play with and reinterpret reality by

sifting it through my psyche and birthing art.

The use of

sculpture as still life for the Reconstructions furthered the
progression towards freedom in my imagery.
At the source of all this change was the development of
my interest in the objects and materials of the Indian School.
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My

partiality

led

me

down

a

road

to

seek

purposeful

incorporation of them into this art.
What could have been a dead end opened
highway.
have

had

confirmed

into a

broad

If I had stayed on the original road, I would not
this
my

encounter.

discoveries

Rauschenberg
by

previous

and

Schwitters

validations

of

this

approach in their work.
My objects

tell

stories.

They have spirits

and are

steeped in the humanity that created and used them.

That

spirit continues to function independently of what I combine
them to form.

I do not copy them in their original form or

document where they are found, but arrange the separate forms
and spirits to say more than they could independently of my
intervention.

That is what I have discovered and what drives

me now as I end this graduate school tenure and pull back onto
the highway.
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